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THE ULTIMATE MOBILE ACTION CHALLENGE POWERS ONTO GOOGLE PLAY & THE APP STORE 

Monopolis is controlled by World Corp. It feels more like a prison than a city, cut off from the rest of 

the world after the quake. Draconian rules are enforced by a merciless mob. Fun has been outlawed, 

with all public gatherings deemed illegal.  Fun ruins lives they say…  

You knew this night was coming. Your illegal parties were bound to attract attention eventually. 

Nowhere in the city is safe. Get to the cars. First things first, get to the cars. Get away from here. 

Away from the club. Away from the mob. Away from this city. But how do you escape a city with no 

exits? 

You can only hope the rumours are true. Some people say there's a way to escape Monopolis if you 

make it to city limits with enough power in the tank.  You're just over 10km away from your one shot 

at freedom. Can you make The Jump? 

 

CHOOSE YOUR CHARACTER • CHOOSE A TUNE • BOLT ON SOME POWERUPS AND HIT THE ROAD 
 

� Take control of a high-powered hover car, headed for city limits on a hunch.  

 

� Test your reflexes as you tap and swipe your way along a futuristic wasteland highway at 

breakneck speed. 

 

� Collect power cells for your epic escape as you avoid a host of deadly obstacles.  

 

� You’re going to need as much power as you can get if you can reach the end of the road.  

 

THE ULTIMATE MOBILE ACTION CHALLENGE • NOT JUST ANOTHER ENDLESS RUNNER 

� Cutting edge 3D graphics and mind blowing speed push smartphone gaming to the limit 

 

� The Jump features a climatic finish but getting there won’t be easy... 

 

� Bring the party on the road with a choice of 3 killer tracks from DJ Poet, Super Producer and DJ 

for the Black Eyed Peas.  

 

� No two games are the same with tracks randomly generated from hand-crafted sections.  

 

SIMPLE CONTROLS AND BITESIZE GAMEPLAY 

� Tap/swipe responsive controls suitable for all players 

 

� The Jump can be completed in less than 5 minutes if you have the skills. Do you? 
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SURGING SOUNDTRACK BY DJ POET 

Bring the party on the road with 3 killer tracks from DJ Poet, Super Producer and DJ for the Black 

Eyed Peas.  

 

Choose your favourite tune from Poet’s hit singles: 

 

� Skeleton 

� Rapture 

� Digital 

 

DIG DEEPER • A GAME WITHIN IN A GAME 

� Earn coins every game you play and super-charge each escape with a selection of game-

changing powerups 

 

� Intelligent and transparent scoring system – get high scores based on speed, driving style, 

combos and more… 

 

� Unlock achievements badges for completing crazy in-game challenges – can you collect them 

all? 

 

� Take on the best – can you top the national and world leaderboards? 

 

� Share your triumphs with world with Facebook and Twitter integration 

 

� Dig deeper and reveal the secrets of The Jump with our Go Pro pack featuring tips, tricks, comic 

story, artwork, hidden content and much more… 

 

ABOUT 

The Jump: Escape The City was designed and produced in Dublin, Ireland by indie games studio Gone 

Gaming. The company is run by life-long gamers Tom Murphy and Karl Hutson. Tom is best known as 

founder of Boards.ie, Ireland’s largest community site. Karl is the company’s lead game designer, 

with a wealth of experience in online product design and management. 

The game was forged in Gothenburg, Sweden, in conjunction with the talented team from Raven AB, 

Magnus Andersson, Niklas Brandin and Eric Peterson. 

The Jump features music from DJ Poet, Grammy-nominated super producer and DJ for the Black 

Eyed Peas. The 3 tracks in the game are available for download on Beatport and iTunes. For more 

information about DJ Poet visit PoetNameLife.com and ListenDeepRecords.com  

Voice synthesis provided by iSpeech.org 


